Salt Lake City Winter Olympics results : Nordic disciplines

Cross Country Skiing
Participation

- High level of participation by Europe (particularly Northern Europe) and Asia (8 NOCs).
- Many " small " NOCs, rarely present at Winter Games, and some actually participating here
for the first time, took part in the cross country events (Cameroon, Costa Rica, Iran, Kenya,
Nepal, Thailand). Cross country skiing would appear to be replacing downhill skiing as the
" universal " discipline of the Winter Olympic Games, similar to athletics in the Summer Games,
thereby making it possible for NOCs to take part even if the level of their athletes is not
outstanding (this being one of the principles of the Olympic Movement).
- Oceania was the only continent not to take part.
- With 257 athletes, cross country was the second most important individual discipline in terms
of number of participants (downhill skiing ranks as number one).
- Twelve NOCs had delegations of more than 10 athletes.
- Many of the larger teams came from NOCs from former Eastern-Bloc countries (mainly
Belorussia, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Russia and the Ukraine).
- Women represented a total of 41.2% of athletes. Women were represented in 29 NOCs, compared to 44 for the men, although the number of events is similar for men and women. Some
NOCs however had delegations with a high proportion of female athletes, such as Canada and
the Ukraine. On the other hand, the Austrian team had no female competitors (and this was
also the case in biathlon). Thus, no female athlete from Austria took part in the Salt Lake City
Winter Olympic Games in the Nordic disciplines, which is rather surprising for this alpine nation.
- Compared to 1998, the overall number of athletes increased by 12%, although this increase
was mainly to the benefit of the male competitors (+19%), while female participation remained
stable. The proportion of women therefore decreased between 1998 and 2002 (as women made
up 44.5% of the total in Nagano).
- The number of participating NOCs also increased since Nagano, from 37 to 44.
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Cross country skiing: the new “universal” discipline at the Winter Olympics
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Finalists: traditional opposition between Scandinavia and Europe judged by the Alpine countries

Medals: Norway (men) and Russia (women) dominate this specialty
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Results

- In total, 10 NOCs won one or more medals, with almost all going to Europe (35 out of 36
medals).
- Two NOCs in particular put in remarkable performances, namely Norway (10 medals, and 12
finalist places, more of these for the male participants), and Russia (respectively 7 and 9,
mainly among the women), closely followed by Italy (5 and 8) and surprisingly, Germany (4
medals, 5 finalists).
- Compared to Nagano, there was an increase in the number of NOCs that won medals (8
medal-winning NOCs and 13 had a place in the finals in 1998, compared to 10 and 16
respectively in 2002).
- In 1998, the two strongest nations were also Norway and Russia, followed by Italy.
- Five NOCs who won no medals in Nagano were rewarded this time at Salt Lake City, namely
Canada, Spain and Estonia (whose medal was their first ever in cross country skiing at a Winter
Olympics), Switzerland (who previously had won medals in 1968, 1972 and 1988), and
Germany, who made superb progress. Germany has not won a single medal in cross country
skiing since its reunification, only the GDR had previously won four medals in 1976 and 1980.
- The two major upsets were the disappearance of Finland and Sweden from the podium.
Finland, which has consistently won a medal in every Winter Olympics since 1928, and Sweden
(similarly present since 1924), are two of the historically great nations in this discipline.

Ski Jumping
Participation

- Low level of participation (73 athletes and 22 NOCs), mainly European (only five NOCs from
outside Europe, of which four were from Asia).
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Ski jumping: not a widely practised discipline
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Finalists: Japan no longer the only high performing NOC from Asia

Medals: No one NOC really dominates this specialty
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- The only discipline on the programme of the Winter Olympics, along with Nordic combined,
where women do not take part. This situation is likely to change in the near future. Indeed,
women’s ski jumping competitions have been in existence for some years, being driven
mainly by the Germans and the Austrians (first competition held in 1998). The FIS, more or
less obliged to acknowledge this new practice, finally agreed to the organisation of new events
such as the FIS Ladies Grand Prix Ski Jumping. The 2002 edition brought together 41
participants from 12 NOCs. The introduction of women’s ski jumping (or even Nordic combined)
at the Winter Olympics would favour its development and encourage a wider level of practice.
- The number of participants increased slightly since 1998 (7.4% increase, 3 extra NOCs).
- Four NOCs who were not present at Nagano made their return in Salt Lake City, namely
Bulgaria, Great Britain, Estonia and Kyrgyzstan. In the history of the Games, it is the first time
that athletes from these latter two NOCs took part in this discipline, and only the second time
for the British to take part (having had one competitor in 1988).

Results

- No country dominated as the leader in this discipline, with five NOCs (all European) sharing
the 9 medals on offer. Seven NOCs had finalists, including Korea and Japan.
- Compared to 1998, the hierarchy in this discipline was overturned. Japan put in a lesser
performance, but then, they had had the Games of their lives in front of a home crowd in 1998
(with four medals and 3 finalists), and they were unable to repeat this performance this time
round.
- Austria lost the two medals won in Nagano, but had one finalist, remaining among the
stronger nations in this discipline, although perhaps less present than before.
- Two new NOCs put in excellent performances in 2002, namely Switzerland and Poland, with 2
medals each, but these were obtained by 2 exceptional athletes and therefore this doesn’t
accurately reflect the overall performance level of the two nations.
- Germany (with one medal and 3 finalists) confirmed once again its strong performances in the
Nordic disciplines at these Games.
- Slovenia won its first medal in ski jumping.
- The Czech Republic put in a disappointing performance, as did Norway, who won no medals
(each of these countries had 2 finalists in Nagano).
- Finally, the Koreans made considerable progress, with one finalist place, and showed signs of
being an up and coming nation in this discipline.

Nordic Combined

Participation

- Very specialised discipline, with the second lowest number of participants (54), and the least
NOCs outside of the team sports (14).
- The majority of the participants came from Europe, with only 2 NOCs (USA and Japan) from
other continents.
- Few countries practiced Nordic combined, with only 15 countries participating in the World Cup
in the 2001/2002 season (three additional countries complete the group, these 3 were present
at less important FIS competitions such as the World Cup B series, or Grand Prix competitions).
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- The level of participation was practically identical to that of Nagano (where there were 53
athletes and 14 NOCs). The same NOCs were present this time round, with delegations of more
or less the same size. The only exception was Slovakia, which took Italy’s place.
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Nordic combined: one of the smallest disciplines in the Winter Games

Results

- In this specialised discipline, only three NOCs won medals, including Finland, which was thus
able to make up for its poor results in cross country skiing.
- Eight NOCs had a place in the finals. Among these were the traditionally strong nations of this
discipline, although with two notable exceptions : Russia (medal winner at Nagano) was absent,
and the United States with three finalists places, reinforced the high overall level of the
performances of this NOC and their policy of developing all disciplines for Winter Games.
- Four NOCs won medals at Nagano (even though there was one fewer event) and six obtained
finalists places.
- Well deserved success for Germany and Austria, who did not win any medals in 1998.
- Norway noticeably absent from the podium in Salt Lake City, historically a strong presence in
Nordic combined.
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Finalists: up and coming USA

Medals: a small affair
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Biathlon

Participation

- Relatively high participation, 190 athletes, for the most part European (25 NOCs out of 34),
especially from Eastern countries.
- The number of places available for biathletes in Salt Lake City was not attained (112 men,
108 women).
- Two NOCs participated for the first time in the biathlon at the Winter Olympics: Chile and
Croatia.
- Twelve relatively large delegations were present (more than 8 athletes).
- Level of female participation slightly lower than that of the male athletes (88 vs 102),
mainly due to the presence of 6 all-male delegations.
- Some NOCs however had all-female delegations (Bulgaria, China, Romania and Slovakia).
- Relative stability in level of participation (+3.8%, 2 NOCs more) both for the men’s and
women’s events, between 1998 and 2002.
- Certain NOCs saw a slight drop in participation over the last 2 Games, such as Kazakhstan,
Canada, or Poland (with respectively 6, 5, and 4 athletes less).
- Italy, on the other hand, with an increase of 4 athletes, and Switzerland (+3) had bigger
delegations in Salt Lake City.
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Biathlon: strong European presence
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Finalists: Russia presents a strong team

Medals: Germany and Norway come out on top
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Results

- Seven NOCs won medals, and twelve had places in the finals, all were European. Germany
and Norway were the two strongest nations in this sport, with 9 and 6 medals, 4 and 6
finalists, an improvement over Nagano.
- Germany put in an excellent performance in biathlon, true to its strength in the Nordic
disciplines. The nation has passed the phase of reunification, and has been able to bring the
best of both former countries’ competences to bear in order to be as competitive as possible in
this sport so symbolic of the Cold War. In particular, the Germans have resumed the former
structures and facilities from the former GDR, especially Oberhof.
- The third notable NOC in these Games was Russia, with 3 medals and more notably 12
finalists (+10 compared to Nagano), presenting one of the most complete and high
performance teams of this sport.
- These three NOCs alone took 75% of the medals and 55% of the finals places in the biathlon
events at the Salt Lake City Games.
- Austria also put in a good performance, with one medal (their first in the history of the Games
in this sport), and four finalists places; Austria had won no medals at Nagano.
- Overall, the Eastern European countries performed well, with the exception of Latvia, not
involved in these Games, whereas they had had four finalists at Nagano.
- In 1998, 8 NOCs won medals, and 15 had finalists, and these figures remain higher than those
recorded at Salt Lake City, despite 2 extra events.
- Compared to the Nagano Games, the absence of Finland is to be noted (one medal and two
finalists) and Italy (one medal) among the winners and finalists in Salt Lake City, as well as the
re-appearance of Sweden (with 2 medals and 2 finalists), although this good performance
should be seen in context, being principally due to the performance of one outstanding athlete.
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